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WOMB || COSMIC DREAMING P. 2
Womb is the dream folk solo project of New Zealand based singer songwriter Charlotte
Forrester. Inspired by a cosmic mix of local bands, Charlotte began to write songs as
early as age 16. The moniker Womb is a total expression of Charlotte’s most personal
anthems. “For me, I call myself Womb because I want my music to feel like a womb which is not a singular thing. It's like the womb is the most sacred, safe place. It is warm,
it is floating. Then the womb is also totally sexual, and red, and passionate. I guess more
and more I want my music to be evoking all of this.” Charlotte has made music alongside
her brother Haz Forrester under the name Athuzela Brown. Today, Womb is the totally
synthesis of her most personal and intimate songs.

Release Date: Jan. 22, 2016

Her newest project Cosmic Dreaming P. 2 is a dream induced hypnotic trance that
functions as the sequel to Charlotte’s debut EP Womb. Cosmic Dreaming P. 2 is a
collection of songs that were inspired by the isolation, dreaming, lust, adventure she felt
during a month long European trip. Thankfully, there are still traces of her trademark lo-fi
folk bedroom sound. Cosmic Dreaming P. 2 is the precursor to Charlotte’s debut fulllength album that is due fall 2016. Her music can be best compared to current artists such
as Waxahatchee and Kate Bush. Pittsburg based indie blog The Grey Estates had the
following to say about Womb’s debut EP, “Sometimes a release needs more than a
description of sounds, genres and expectations. Sometimes it needs to be experienced by
an individual listener and Womb is such a release.”
Charlotte is currently working alongside her sister and other visual artists to create a
visual component that goes along with her EP. In 2016 she will embark on a national U.S
tour with labelmate Hinds.
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Don’t Listen To Them
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Womb is the dream folk solo project of New Zealand based singer songwriter Charlotte
Forrester. Inspired by a cosmic mix of local bands, Charlotte began to write songs as early as age
16. The moniker Womb is a total expression of Charlotte’s most personal anthems. “For me, I call
myself Womb because I want my music to feel like a womb - which is not a singular thing. It's like
the womb is the most sacred, safe place. It is warm, it is floating. Then the womb is also totally
sexual, and red, and passionate. I guess more and more I want my music to be evoking all of this.”
Charlotte has made music alongside her brother Haz Forrester under the name Athuzela Brown.
Today, Womb is the totally synthesis of her most personal and intimate songs.
Her newest project Cosmic Dreaming P. 2 is a dream induced hypnotic trance that functions as
the sequel to Charlotte’s debut EP Womb. Cosmic Dreaming P. 2 is a collection of songs that were
inspired by the isolation, dreaming, lust, adventure she felt during a month long European trip.
Thankfully, there are still traces of her trademark lo-fi folk bedroom sound. Cosmic Dreaming P. 2 is
the precursor to Charlotte’s debut full-length album that is due fall 2016. Her music can be best
compared to current artists such as Waxahatchee and Kate Bush. Pittsburg based indie blog The Grey
Estates had the following to say about Womb’s debut EP, “Sometimes a release needs more than a
description of sounds, genres and expectations. Sometimes it needs to be experienced by an
individual listener and Womb is such a release.”
Charlotte is currently working alongside her sister and other visual artists to create a visual
component that goes along with her EP. In 2016 she will embark on a national U.S tour with
labelmate Hinds.
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WOMB PRESS PHOTOS
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WOMB PRESS CLIPS

Martyn Pepperell Introduces… Womb

“Womb (real name: Charlotte Forrester) bursts into the full flight of song,
we're reminded that as one story ends, another begins.”
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WOMB PRESS CLIPS

“Airplane #1’’ by Womb

“Airplane #1” is a wonderful introduction to this world. As well as the Seth Frightening
reference point the song brings to mind NZ’s Tokey Tones and also at times The
Raincoats ‘Odyshape’ album too. The occasional rhythmic hesitancy on “Airplane #1”
just adds to the subtle other-worldly intrigue.”
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WOMB MUSIC
Click here to listen
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WOMB MUSIC VIDEO
Lioness video

WATCH HERE
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